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fo atl at the Nineveh Charitable Trust,

I would like to take this opportunity to extend a massive thank you for your generous grant

which has allowed us to create our Tilly the Trout' game to raise awareness of the issues facing our

freshwater fish and wildlife. We are extremely proud of the game that has been produced and we

hope that you will be too.

We worked with a local environmentally focussed graphic designer, Green Hat, to produce the
graphics which we think look great:

Figure 1. Tilly the Trout - opening screen

Figure 2. Tilly the Trout must poss thraugh several obstacles (in this case silt Jrom bank erosion) in arder to reoch her
spawning grounds.



/ ln order to develop the project BART worked with a Masters student from the University of Bristol,

which we believe has been a fantastic way of ensuring cost effectiveness of the project, whilst at the
same time contributing to the learning and growth of this talented individual.

The finished game is a result of much feedback from local schools, teachers, community groups,

charities and younger siblings and with a few tweaks along the way we are confident that we have a

finished product that is enjoyable yet serves its main purpose of raising awareness of issues affecting
our water environments.

11" How would you improve the game? (optional)
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Please have a play and see what you think!
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The game is currently hosted on the student's page but we are in the process of getting it onto our
website, at which stage we will share it with River's Trusts and groups throughout the country. The
game has already received great interest, with our friends at Clyde River Foundation incorporating it
into their next programme of Clyde in the Classroom and other River's Trusts interested in including
it in their education programmes. BART will of course be using the game in the places in which our
own environmental education programme, Local Community Action Through Education (LoCATE) is

running. Our LoCATE Programme (details attached) has received fantastic feedback to date and we

hope to extend this project throughout Bristol, South Gloucestershire, Wiltshire and Somerset with
future funding. ln a time where it has been reported that children spend less time outdoors than
prisoners, the need for outdoor education is becoming increasingly important.

Once again a massive thank you for supporting this project, we greatly appreciate it and we are

excited to use this game into the future to enhance environmental awareness within young people.

Yours faithfully,
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Harriet Alvis

BART Project Officer
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LoCATE (Local Community Action Through Education)

Our main education program, LoCATE, encourages people to

locate their nearest river or stream and show how important it

is to society. As part of this program, BART provides education

about the stream and its challenges and opportunities to local

communities and gives help and advice to those communities as

to how these challenges can be met and how river

improvements can be made.

Activities we deliver as part of this project include:
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River dipping and identification for invertebrates

Guided nature walks

'Yellowfish' anti-pollution awareness art

Eel & mayfly in the Classroom - bringing river life to the classroom

Fun water cycle activities (now shockingly removed from the curriculum)

Junior scientist stickleback surveys

Our new 'Tilly the Trout' computer Bame
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What are the benefits?

There are many environmental, social and economic benefits to environmental education, including:

Cleaner Rivers

Enhanced education

Getting people out on their local river

identifying issues

Eyes and Ears

Educating people on the importance of rivers

for people and wildlife can encourage them to
take small steps to improve them into the
future.

BART's education programs add a practical

element to environmental education which

allows students to apply knowledge to real

world situations and therefore increase

knowledge intake.

Problems that may otherwise be neglected can

also be identified including such things as litter,
pollution or bank damage.

Regular monitoring activity and having eyes

open along watercourses can act as a deterrent
for potential polluters or fly tippers.

Multiple health and wellbeing benefits to
getting outdoors and mixing with people with a

common interest.

Health and wellbeing

Riverfly mCInitoring

BART is also the Riverfly Hub for the Bristol Avon Catchment. Riverfly

training is a hugely important aspect of our community engagement

and education work that trains people to take monthly invertebrate

samples of their local river to monitor its health. Citizen science is

increasingly important as government cuts reduce the amount of time
oL.ir statutory bodies can monitor water quality. Whilst chemical

monitoring provides a snapshot of river health at the time of sampling,

invertebrates are highly sensitive to water pollution and therefore can

be used to identify long term trends in water quality and identify
pollution incidents before they become too severe, such as in fish kill

events. BART have Riverfly monitors out sampling at several locations

but it is essential that these monitors cover stretches along all of our

rivers.
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